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1 Introduction

Some 54 years have passed since the foundation of the predecessor European Union. Its course of transformation has been described by some as one from fund to empire. In stark contrast to its original six members, currently 27 states pertain to this Union, and it can be expected that the number of states will increase once again in the near future.

In varietate concordia, or “United in Diversity”, this is the motto of the European Union. And truly, successive expansions have made sure that there is no shortage in diversity. Indeed, the Union has to tackle two great problems: unification on one side, and the preservation of diversity on the other. Europe’s strength comes from diversity, although paradoxically this is the greatest threat to its efficient functioning. Efficient, in this case not referring to administrative efficiency, being speedy and sufficient, nor to economic efficiency, being a simple synonym of cheap, but rather efficient in serving sustainable development.

In the struggle towards sustainable development, some states are able to show significant achievements, whilst others have been less successful. We can name a number of reasons of success, both from the side of the economy and society. This paper intends to examine this topic from the aspect of administrative systems.

The paper will introduce the various administrative systems in Europe, and will attempt to highlight the similarities and shine some light on the differences. The paper will introduce NUTS, –Nomenclature d’Unités Territoriales Statistiques – an essential achievement in regional and spatial development, which could also serve as an outstanding guideline to any future administrative reform. The paper will also address lower level units of NUTS, containing the subdivisions of local administration.

The paper will discuss the most important administrative changes during the last few decades, focusing on the reasons and the experiences. The paper will attempt to evaluate currently existing administrative systems in terms of sustainability, explaining which ones would serve sustainable development the most, and what improvements could be made.

Firstly, though, let’s sum up the main tasks public administrations need to take on.
**2 Key functions of administration**

From an average citizen’s view, public administration may only be apparent, when one obtains a new ID-card or a Driver’s Licence, or when elections take place, and notices from the electoral register are sent out. However, one must realise that public administration on all levels serve a much broader variety of purposes.

Duties and responsibilities of administrative units are legally defined – some are even included in constitutions, whilst others, for more practical reasons are ‘only’ included in laws and by-laws. Currently, tasks and responsibilities of administrative units include providing education, healthcare services, sanitation (including urban sanitation and waste management), provision of basic utilities, managing documentation relating to private individuals, businesses and properties, and not least environmental and natural protection and sustainability services. This, however, is by no means a complete list. It must be realised, though, that administration is a key actor in the transition to sustainable development.

These duties are assigned to different levels of administration from country to country. Fundamentally, each state intends to define the levels of execution based on socio-economic, geographic and practical factors. Through a longer or shorter process of trial and error, an optimal (or quasi-optimal) level of execution may be found. However, as demands for administrative services change, supply must follow, or inadequacies – externalities – and waste will result. Moreover, as some of the services that need to be provided are capital-intensive, they may not be economically efficient under a certain threshold. These factors ought to be accounted for in lawmaking, by carefully and sensibly choosing the levels of execution. A number of legal systems in Europe are plagued with an inherent rigidity of public administration, where some fundamental values and constructs are fixed in national constitutions, and have remained there for even as long as centuries.

As the European Union strives for providing quality services for all its citizens across the Union, it may become apparent that in some cases it is the administrative system itself that may cause hindrances in achieving these goals. As newer services are expected to be provided, the administration is supposed to follow suit and carry out changes. In a significant number of cases, the European Union itself is providing aid for the improvement of services. Convergence, cohesion and harmonisation are a mutual driving force behind administrative reforms, but their success greatly depends on the willingness of the individual member state to implement profound – and sometimes even painful – measures. Indeed, whether a member state decides to proceed with administrative reforms or not, will have an impact on its efforts in becoming sustainable. As the lowest levels of administration play a particularly important role in efforts towards sustainable development, all and any changes on this level ought to consider their direct impacts on society, the economy and the environment [9].

In order to see what the situation is across Europe, let’s now look at the most important aspects of Europe’s administrative systems.

**3 The main features of Europe’s administration**

If we look at a map of the 27-member European Union, we are taking a glance at a very diverse continent indeed. A geopolitical map will reflect both century-old traditions as well as turbulent changes. State borders have disappeared and reappeared, and then disappeared again, sometimes a number of times in a lifetime. Lower-level administrative divisions have changed to reflect newly established borders. Let us just think of the changes profoundly affecting the map of Europe after World War One, when a number of states have implemented new or novel solutions. Among other things, this event shaped the currently existing county system that can be found in Hungary even today. Some of the changes would be even more drastic in some countries. If we look at Czechoslovakia or Yugoslavia, both states existed as united, sovereign countries, and then, in a brief period in historical terms, both fell apart. Whether these changes were voluntary or involuntary, we shall not look at now, but we must look at how they have affected the lives of the people residing there.

During the course of much of their history, administrative divisions within European states have remained fairly constant. Even today, when most of these states are now members of the European Union, traces and outlines of age-old divisions can still be found. A different trend is also ever more apparent, which points towards the review and restructuring of administrative systems, mostly because of the European harmonisation processes. Even though nearly every single member state had to proceed with reforms, the extent of these varied greatly.

A similar diversity is apparent on the level of local governments. In terms of size, we can see local governments which are tiny, as well as significantly larger ones. Rationality can be found behind all of them, whatever the size. Administrative divisions may have remained virtually unchanged for centuries, but the post-World War Two era of Pax Europaea, along with the rapid technological development have permitted these divisions to be reconsidered.

Significant differences can be seen between areas and regions of the European Union, both in environmental-natural, societal and economic terms. As a supranational entity and potential future state, it is the Union’s duty to provide its citizens to live under better conditions considering all three terms. Although it is rarely pronounced, any effort to break down differences between areas is anchored in sustainable development. Indeed, the integration of sustainable development is a declared goal of the whole European Union [6].

Development aid and investment offered by the European Union can be a significant moving force in the life and development of a region, provided that some critical elements are
present in the first place. Without these, success cannot be guaranteed. It is therefore the task of the European Union to combat differences between areas through its regional development policy. However, to ensure this too functions efficiently and fairly, administrative subdivisions must be as comparable as possible. Essentially the need for the creation of a uniform statistical scheme was recognised [21].

4 Nomenclature d’Unités Territoriales Statistiques

As early as the 1970s, the European Communities had to face a serious problem: it had to make sure large differences within its territory would be reduced, and it had to be ensured that the appropriate regions would benefit from any subsidies. But to find which areas are truly in need of subsidies, a scheme enabling comparison must be implemented [20].

While European integration progressed, statistical information-gathering became a more pressing issue. Problems with comparing territories have become as early as the 1970s, when Ireland appeared to be the “odd one out” of the rest of the Community. Therefore, it was to receive aid to close the gaps, but just how much, that was not so easy to decide. The European Commission has passed legislation about a system of statistical units, which was to be called Nomenclature d’Unités Territoriales Statistiques, which became more widely known by its acronym NUTS. Oddly, its actual use in practice only began in 2003, prior to that its use was mainly based upon a ‘Gentlemen’s Agreement’ [20].

The NUTS-classification is based on existing administrative structures, and the legislation does not provide for the realignment of administrative units for the sake of NUTS comparability. However, should states choose to reform their internal administration, they remain free to do so. As an outline, units should be comparable in size in terms of population. Furthermore, in all cases, the statistical divisions are to be there to respect the “actual political, administrative and institutional situation.” Additionally, “[n]on-administrative units must reflect economic, social, historical, cultural, geographical or environmental circumstances” [19].

Fundamentally, the Regulation establishes a three-tier system of statistical units, with the provisions of further subdivisions on the lowest level (NUTS-3). However, existing administrative units cannot be split to reflect new NUTS-units, as this would inhibit statistical comparability. Units can, however, be grouped to form NUTS units. The Regulation sets clear guidelines for the size of statistical units, which are flexible enough to allow for local variations, yet remain comparable in size. A particularity of the scheme is that directly no geographical dimensions are fixed, rather they are implied. The main clustering principles are defined through geographic, socio-economic, historical, cultural and environmental aspects which are supposed to be considered.

As mentioned previously, the NUTS classification scheme was created to facilitate the comparison of territorial units, whilst leaving previously existing units intact. But what happens if the reorganisation of the units becomes desirable, or even inevitable?

The Regulation has provisions for the re-definition of NUTS units, a sensitive area by all accounts. Firstly, for a long-term dynamic analysis, statistical data must be stable and consistent. To produce analyses spanning decades or centuries, the basis of investigation must remain unchanged, implying a great degree of rigidity in statistical units.

On the other hand, statistical investigations are carried out to offer information about a given area, so therefore statistical units must dynamically follow the changes in delimitations of territorial units. This is particularly important as this regulation does not provide for statistical units under NUTS-3 level. Any state may recognise a need for the rationalisation of its internal administrative system, and nowadays such a trend is recognisable in a number of states. The Regulation does not prohibit the modification of NUTS units, provided that some criteria are met. Naturally, the definition of administrative units is an internal affair of the state, and as these will have implications to NUTS units too, the state is required to report the changes to the European Commission. The Regulation only states that any changes in the NUTS units may only be done so that it enables greater comparability, in other words, the units are to get closer to the average, rather than shift away from that.

The main issue with NUTS units originates in the problem that not all NUTS units are existing administrative units. A need for profound coordination puts strain on administration, as planning as well as reporting is done on a level that they are not fully compliant with [8].

NUTS-4 and NUTS-5 units were brought to existence in the original form of the Regulation, but were later dropped in favour of two levels of Local Administrative Units, LAU-1 and LAU-2 [18].

The fundamental problem with local administrative units is that no coherent and universal definition could be formulated so far. Whereas stringent regulations exist for defining the “top four” levels of territorial units, even vague definitions are almost completely absent for the lowest ones. The only – rather loose – definition states that no LAU may exceed the lower bound of a NUTS-3 unit. It is therefore foreseeable that the European Commission takes to defining the appropriate limits [14].

If we consider the variety in European administration, the picture is as diverse as the Union itself. In some states, the top-level local administrative unit corresponds to NUTS-3 units. If we take a look at naming conventions, it is evident that the equivalents of commune and arrondissement are becoming yet more prevalent. There is, however, a difference between the levels of these units; in a few states communes are LAU-1 units, while in a number of other states they are LAU-2 units. In the case of arrondissements, where they exist, they are predominantly on LAU-1 level, except for two instances – namely Denmark and Portugal – where they fall below the equivalent of a commune. One must note that a commune across the Union will denote a
municipality, a larger administrative unit than, for example, in France.

The diversity found in public administration will definitely have a direct and indirect influence on residents. We may suppose that the differences between administrative units do not simply materialise in name, but rather a difference will be apparent in both size, functions, legal status and assigned tasks. Therefore, we need to find a method which will enable the comparability of these units.

5 Local administration across the European Union

We have already identified the level of diversity present in public administration across the Union, and it is easy to imagine how much this can complicate efficient working. Nevertheless, we need to find a way to compare existing systems in order to describe a desirable and optimal form of administrative units.

The following table shows a possible means of comparison. The table contains data about the individual member states and their Local Administrative Units. Data describing geography and demographics have also been included, which will be used to create indicators, thus enabling comparison. As data is only available on member-state level, differences within the state will remain oblivious, and no estimation of distribution can be included in the table.

Indicators have been defined for both levels of local administrative units, and using these, we can get a picture reflecting the spatial and demographic aspects of territorial administration. As we can see from the table, the population of over half a billion people share some 4.5 million square kilometres between them. On average, this means just over 112 people for each square kilometre, nearly matched by Slovakia and Portugal.

If we now consider the number of units in the Union, it becomes apparent that some 8 023 LAU-1 units exist, an average of 309 and a median of just 69 per member state, indicating that most states have only comparatively few LAU-1 units, but also that some member states have an extraordinarily high number of such units. The difference between the two extremes of the scale can be found between Cyprus and France, where the difference in the number of units is five-hundredfold, whereas the difference in population is only 150-fold, and the territorial difference is 200-fold. On average, there are 57 384 inhabitants per LAU-1 unit, but the median shows 79 419 people, which also indicates that most member states have a lot of people living in each LAU-1 unit, and a handful has far fewer inhabitants per unit. In fact, only eight states have lower-than-average population densities in their administrative units, all the others are well over this figure. If we look at the surface area of these administrative units, the average falls to 510 square kilometres, and a median at 924 square kilometres. These numbers reaffirm that in most member states administrative units are sizeable, but in a smaller proportion of states a strong fragmentation is apparent. The two extremes can be found between Malta and Sweden, with the tiny island state fitting inside the expansive Nordic country some four thousand times, and a single Swedish administrative unit being sixty-eight times the size of the whole of Malta. Even by filtering out these two extremes and focussing on the quartiles, we are confronted with a six-fold difference between Bulgaria and Austria.

Let us now consider the second level of local administration. Across the Union, we can encounter 121 601 LAU-2 units, averaging 4 504 per member state. Malta boasts with a mere 68 local units, but the most striking figure is that of France: 36 683 French communes make out almost one-third of all European LAU-2 units. If we look at the quartiles again, the Netherlands have only 443 LAU-2 units, whilst the Czech Republic has 6 249. This fifteen-fold difference is unjustified by Czechia’s size, so the fragmentation is quite obvious. Considering the population for each unit, the average is 4 121, and the median is 5 682 per unit across the Union. These figures reflect that a great number of member states have small populations per administrative unit, with but a few housing larger populations. It is also important to note that the 1.3-times difference between the median and the upper quartile indicates that there is a particularly large number of small-population units across the Union, including France’s tiny settlements. When looking at size, the difference is still striking: Malta’s average LAU-2 is well under 5 km² in size, while Sweden’s corresponding units average over 1 500 km². Other data also back up a claim that the Union is “diverse in diversity”, meaning that the differences in administrative structure also show great differences.

6 Administrative diversity – blessing or curse?

Let us now continue the analysis from a social, economic, environmental, political and historical point of view. It is to be expected that this already heterogeneous picture becomes even more diverse. Instead of analysing each member state in turn, we shall proceed by groups of states, clarifying the clustering factor each time.

6.1 Scandinavia

As we can see from the figures, Scandinavia hosts a comparatively small number of extensive administrative units. With a population of only 20 million people, it has a surface area of over 800 000 km². Sweden and Denmark have been dominating this region for much of its history, with the traits of Swedish administration reflected in Denmark and Sweden (and even Norway and Iceland, both currently outside the Union). The last phase of reforms was particularly profound: regions, counties and communes were formed in the early 21st Century, scrapping the functions of all other constructs. Denmark followed a slightly different path, though, with former LAU-2 units remaining formally intact, but its role was reduced to essentially null [13].
6.2 The Baltic States
The three Baltic states took a very peculiar course between 1990 and 2010. In but a decade and a half, they have moved from the Soviet Union to the European Union, a change evident in their public administration too. All three former Soviet republics were quick to stress their independence with speedy administrative reforms, and they engaged in a second wave of reforms around their accession to the EU. In both cases, a very obvious motif was to show their difference first, and their same-ness later on. All three states took radical steps towards rationalising their public administration by either reducing or withdrawing powers from local units.

6.3 The Benelux
The history of the Benelux Countries goes back centuries, but in its present form, the cooperation between them was started in 1955. What is rather surprising in this case is the time it took for this particular cooperation to begin, considering the fact that for most of their history, these states were usually within the same country. The most profound change in administration was when Belgium ditched its former unitary structure and decided to become federalised. The other two states have done little to change, save for the serious reduction in the numbers of local administrative units, with the formation of municipalities [13].

6.4 The British Isles
The countries of the British Isles were always keen to maintain their distance from the rest of the continent, fuelled partly by eccentricity and enmity. Two states remain in the place where the centre of the British Empire once stood: the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. Whilst administratively the two states are similar, there are significant differences both out-
side, but also inside the states, particularly within the United Kingdom. Administratively, England and Wales are the most akin, Scotland and Northern Ireland are more or less different. Northern Ireland is particularly strange, because it needs to be different from both the rest of the UK, but also from Ireland. In fact, it is so different, that its administration resembles Slovakia and the Czech Republic, rather than the UK.

6.5 Western Europe

The next region to look at is Western Europe, but as we have treated the Benelux, we can now exclude that group, and as Switzerland is not part of the EU, we will not mention it in this section. France’s administrative divisions have their roots in the French Revolution, with départements replacing former provinces, and arrondissements and communes providing an intermediary step. As mentioned before the large number of communes in France poses a real problem, and while it could prove to be a model country in regionalisation, its problems with administration must be realised. Germany and Austria took a different path altogether. After the Second World War – and mostly through American pressure – both states were reorganised as federal states, thus reducing the chance of another war altogether. Evidently this structure has suited both states well, and have remained under the same structure ever since. Both states have a large number of LAU-2 units, but not in the scale of France [16].

6.6 The European South and Mediterranean

Europe’s Mediterranean coast is shared by six EU members: Greece, Italy, Spain and Portugal – this latter one is actually an Atlantic state, but it resembles most Mediterranean states, so it can be included here – and Cyprus and Malta. A number of states have a shared or similar history, so it is worthwhile to treat them together. Historically, there have been close links between Spain and Portugal, Italy and Malta, as well as Greece and Cyprus. After the Carnation Revolution, Portugal was divided into 18 districts and 308 communities, a system very similar to that in the Republic of Hungary. Spain was administered under a traditionalistic regime of Francisco Franco, dominated by Castile and León, which was then replaced by a democratic monarchy. With the democratic constitution of 1978, 17 autonomous communities and two autonomous cities were created, grouped into exactly 50 provinces.

Italy is administratively similar to Spain and France: 20 regions, 107 provinces and over 8,000 communes constitute this state. All three of these states are considered to be regionalised, but Spain and Italy are asymmetrically regionalised, meaning that certain regions have a wider autonomy than others. The reasons for such an asymmetry can be found in the desire of survival of the state. In a contrary situation, some regions may pursue a path of secession from the state. Spain is frequently billed as a “state of autonomies”, since the state has decentralised nearly all its functions, effectively rendering it a de facto federal state, even though the Spanish constitution states that its unity is inviolable. Essentially, Spain resembles Germany and Belgium more than any other European state.

Greece has recently joined the group of states with a modernised public administration, a feat certainly commendable. In what turned out to be a two-phase reform spanning a decade and a half, Greece has clustered its 6,130 settlements into just 325 communities, it has eliminated its 54 prefectures, empowered its regions previously in existence virtually ‘on paper only’ with an extensive autonomy [7,13]. Cyprus and Malta’s administrative regimes reflect the tiny size of the islands. Malta consists of 68 councils, and Cyprus of 613 communities, which are clearly very small, so fragmentation on these islands is extraordinary [17].

6.7 Central Europe and the Balkans

Central Europe and the Balkans have seen two decades of profound changes, surpassed only by the Baltic states. Several of the previously existing states have split to form several newer states, a number of which have already joined the EU, with the rest seeking membership. The amount of administrative changes depended on how these states lived through the transitions. Poland established regions which echo the country’s former structure. They have also established districts on LAU-1 and communes on LAU-2.

The two successors of Czechoslovakia have achieved commendable results in administrative reforms. They took a rather proactive strategy, essentially following NUTS guidelines and carried out administrative reforms. From the former Yugoslav republics, only Slovenia is a member of the EU, with Croatia and Macedonia both holding candidacies for over half a decade. Serbia has also submitted its application to join in 2009, and if the Papandreu-plan is successful, the country stands a chance at joining in 2014, on the 100th anniversary of World War One. The largest part of former Yugoslavia has therefore expressed its desire to build its future within the EU. Croatia has re-established its former county system, and has introduced regions after its application of accession. Serbia has carried out a truly remarkable and comprehensive administrative reform, by creating autonomous regions within the country, and under this level there are communes and cities, eliminating a number of redundant intermediary levels. Such an approach could be beneficial to Hungary too.

Romania’s bloody revolution has also provoked some administrative changes. As it has been the practice in Romania’s history, they took France and Italy as models for the reform. The new constitution has joined several settlements into communes, with counties being the other constitutional level of administration. These have remained static for years, and only with European accession afoot was the option of reforming counties and introducing regions considered [1]. Several plans have appeared, with varying radicalism, and even considering the introduction of cantons, but the outcome is yet to be seen [2].
Only two states from this region have not been treated yet: Hungary and Bulgaria. These countries have a lot in common, a number of parallels and similarities in history and society. This is also true for the post-1990 period as well. Bulgaria took to reforming its administration twice during the last three decades. First in 1987, territories, effectively the equivalents of regions were created. However, it can be reasoned that these decentralisations were actually centralisations, as the powers from the previous districts (okrugi) were assumed by much larger entities (oblasti). This was a late and futile attempt to preserve single-party state power. Later on, these territories were scrapped, and the previous system of districts was reinstated, but units were called territories (oblasti) instead. The great difference between the two countries is to be found in the number of local units. Bulgaria has reduced this number to 260 by 1999, whereas Hungary is still plagued with a number in excess of 3,000.

Hungary has been the least eager to carry out any profound reforms; in fact, even the most necessary changes were ignored. After the changes of 1989, the first freely elected government reduced the power of the counties, which were infamously strong political bases. Some of the roles were assumed by the newly formed municipalities (one for each settlement), and others by the state itself. Municipalities were given extensive autonomy, further adding to the fragmentation of the country. With the accession to the EU afoot, the NUTS-2 and (then) NUTS-4 regions needed to be defined. With the reluctance to carry out administrative changes, some territories were statistically disadvantaged, which could have been easily avoided.

Let us not forget that most countries in this part of Europe are – or in some cases, were – heavily dependent on agriculture, so the changes affecting rural communities in particular, will play an important role in the future of these territories. Due to unfavourable changes in recent decades, country life has become synonymous with undereducation, underemployment, infrastructural deficiencies, poor quality and expensive community services, and the lack of a clear future vision and vulnerability.

7 Reasons for (avoiding) administrative reform

As this has been discussed in previous sections, several reasons may stand behind reforms (or the complete lack thereof). A number of states decided to reform to reaffirm their belonging to or alienation from something. The three Baltic States wished to demonstrate that they are taking a completely different route from the Soviet Union. Latvia even went so far that they have reduced the administration to a single level. Post-Yugoslav states took a similar path, with Slovenia, Croatia, and perhaps surprisingly, even Serbia taking strides towards demonstrating that it was no longer Yugoslavia.

In other countries, the lack of reforms could be traced back to political reasons. This phenomenon was true to the UK, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, Ireland, but even Hungary. A varying level of traditionalism is true to each of these countries, which also manifests itself in its political leadership. If this is coupled with demagogy, a festering political fruit promising certain votes hanging too low for politicians to ignore, the situation can only get worse. Of course, in countries with a developed political culture, this problem is less acute, but countries which have seen the seeds of democracy more recently, this problem will be quite serious indeed. As reforms will affect day-to-day political game, politicians will be reluctant to take steps towards serious reform, as any such move can easily cost them their jobs. During Greece’s battle for administrative reform, one could bear witness of just this. Obviously, on the long run, each political side can be expected to make the same “benefits” and “disadvantages”. The promise of an early political victory remains too tempting to ignore.

The situation on the British Isles is somewhat different: open and very theatrical political battles are fought, but changes were avoided because of traditionalism and a desire to keep a distance from the rest of the EU.

Belgium was more ready to take to reforms: tensions within the country were so high that by the 1960s they could not do anything else but reform. This has ended up in a ‘near-Cold War situation’ internally, and the relationship between parts of the country is still more hostile than friendly, which is reflected in the successively collapsing federal governments of the country.

We have not talked about all member states here, but we can be certain that besides the intention to improve, the urge for political success is also present. Some states, however, do seem to show due diligence, but nevertheless, we shall have to confront short-term political interests in the future too.

8 Administrative systems serving sustainability

The role that could be assumed by local and micro-regional entities in the transition to sustainable development were first highlighted in the admittedly short Chapter 28 of Agenda 21, signed in Rio de Janeiro almost two decades ago. This chapter may have been limited in length, but certainly not in impact, as this document describes the tasks, duties and responsibilities of local authorities in local programmes aimed at sustainable development. As a large number of challenges have their roots in the local and micro-regional level of administration, the cooperation of local authorities in sustainable development initiatives is desirable, as local authorities are responsible for the maintenance of the economic, social and environmental infrastructure on the level closest to citizens. During the course of the last two decades, local sustainable development initiatives have sprouted, backed up by some well-established organisations such as ICLEI – Local Governments for Sustainability, currently the world’s most renowned platform for information exchange in local sustainability. As Local Agendas require a planning process – and therefore need to be periodically evaluated and updated – indicators need to be devised. To support this, the so-called “Bellagio Principles for Assessment” have been created, offering guideline principles and a framework for
feedback on local sustainability initiatives. The elements of Agenda 21 and derivative principles have since found their way into several levels of national and European policy. These are also reflected in the European Union’s Sustainable Development Strategy, which highlights the inclusion of these said principles of sustainable development in all policies.

The three main aspects of sustainable development are familiar to most people: environment, society and economy. All three aspects are interdependent, and none may be excluded from the analyses of sustainable development. An alternative interpretation includes an additional fourth aspect, the political dimension. To serve the requirements of sustainable development, administration must be taken into account and adjusted to incorporate the principles of sustainable development in all its policies.

The properties of administrative units fundamentally outline if a territory can become sustainable or not. Five criteria must be considered here:

- the population of the administrative unit,
- the geographical size of the unit,
- the wealth (or poverty) in resources, including environmental source and sink functions,
- the location (situation) of the administrative unit,
- legally defined roles (duties, responsibilities, scope of authority, powers), in other words, the political weight of the unit.

Clearly, all these factors will be interconnected again, as the population will determine the demand for resources, the geographical size and wealth will indicate supply, and this will be corrected by factors of location and role of the unit. It is obvious that the smaller a population is with a greater wealth and larger size; the “easier” it will be to become sustainable. Aspects of agglomeration and clustering also play an important role, as some infrastructural investments are only economically feasible over a certain size and population. The wealth or poverty in resources and environmental services of the area is critical, as this is an indicator of environmental sensitivity. Even if two areas are virtually the same, differences in location (and thus climate) will have serious influences on the area. Finally one must also consider the roles and political weight of the administrative unit. In an optimal scenario, a unit will have sufficient autonomy to take decisions which would enable it to become or remain sustainable. If the state is more centralised, local information will be lost and particularities will be disregarded, and the unit may be depleted rapidly. This is particularly true to non-democratic or democratising countries. On the other hand, if a state is decentralised and local units are more powerful, they may be prone to overusing or even wasting resources. This way the local level becomes disproportionately powerful, and political game play will plague decisions, with the necessity for a sufficiently holistic approach lost completely. A doctrine seems to have become accepted which states that the road to global sustainability leads through local activity. This doctrine may only be true if local authorities do not forget their global responsibilities. If an administrative unit is disproportionately powerful, it may be prone to waste, but paradoxically it may also try to pretend it is too small to have an effect on global processes. We can therefore say that adhering to the principle of subsidiarity is essential, but solely if control from both superior and inferior administrative units remain. The desirable relationship between the levels is best described as of mutual control and partnership.

One of the most important principles in the EU is the principle of subsidiarity, or the delegation of tasks to the lowest possible competent unit, which is still capable of carrying them out efficiently and sufficiently.

A number of European states have constitutions where the most important level of administration is also the lowest one, entrusting it with a high level of autonomy, with lots of duties and responsibilities, but also a lot of credit is to be taken for anything that gets done. However, if these units are too small, carrying out some tasks becomes unnecessarily costly, sometimes unaffordable. A number of local authorities have recognised the opportunity in sharing duties, which permits a saving, realised through economies of scale. So, in reality, the principle of subsidiarity does not always mean decentralisation.

Historically, many European states were centralised, and it took national governments less or more time to give in to decentralisation. States that have overthrown dictatorial regimes would carry out changes quickly, but not always efficiently. Indeed, several cases of over-decentralisation are present here, which, for the sake of sustainable development and with fully adhering to the principle of subsidiarity, must be corrected. Of course, there is no single universal model for allocating duties and responsibilities, and the process is painstaking, painful and it takes a lot of trial and error. Decision-makers at all levels must realise that any such changes are not initiated for their annoyance, but ideally, for the sake of sustainability.

9 European trends in administrative reforms

As mentioned in the previous section, a number of European states are organised “bottom-up”, i.e. from the smallest to the largest administrative units. This is the case in Greece, France, and even in Hungary. The following sections will investigate the changes that have taken place in some parts of Europe.

9.1 Communes and regionalism in France

The history of the communes of France goes back to the French Revolution, when the republican ideas fuelled administrative reorganisation. Grouping town wards into communes was no big challenge, but rural areas were more difficult to consolidate. As a second level, départements were created, centred on key cities and named after particular geographical features;
this level was there to make public administration a more practical duty.

As the Industrial Revolution swept across Europe, technological advances sped up the pace of life – and information. Whereas in the 18th Century, the speed of information was the pace of a horse at best, by the 19th Century, with the advent of telegraphy and telephony, information propagated at incredible speeds. By the 20th Century, communication has reached the speed of light, and as travel and communication became widely available, 18th Century principles for organising administration have lost their appeal. By 1982, regions were introduced in France, gaining an increasing autonomy over time.

Let us take a glance back at the settlements. At the end of the 19th Century, when the first utility networks were installed, communes faced a problem. Firstly, they were required to provide utilities to their citizens, but installation of such facilities would burden them with enormous costs. Firstly, a law from 1890 permitted that a single-purpose grouping of communes took over some tasks from the communes. With improving job prospects in towns, thousands left villages behind and took to the ever-growing cities, forming increasingly larger agglomerations with all their positive and negative aspects. Post-Industrial Revolution rural population suffered great losses in numbers and homogeneity, and rural areas left empty struggled to keep to their legally defined duties, and to provide even the most basic utilities.

The longer these problems were left to simmer, the more radical solutions were required. The first considerable breakthrough was in 1999, when the Chèvenement law was passed, allowing communities of communes to be formed. Even though most local councils have recognised the benefits of these communities, far less than 100% of councils have joined such groupings. Currently, they are mostly there to attempt a certain level of coordination between communes to improve services, particularly in the utilities sector. This, however, fails to tackle the enormous costs that arise from the maintenance of such a large number of units on so many different levels of administration. The fact remains that a third of all European localities can be found in France.

Such a fragmentation of territory is very dangerous from a sustainability point of view as well. It is quite obvious that the holistic criterion will be violated, which becomes particularly alarming if we consider the fact that the duties and powers of such local councils are very extensive.

### 9.2 Municipalities in Germany, Italy and the Netherlands

A number of European states took proactive steps to prevent further problems arising from fragmentation, and took steps towards careening localities into larger clusters. A large scale reform was carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1970s, and as a result, the number of municipalities was reduced to a third, though still a large number by all accounts. A similar action was attempted in Italy at the time, without great success. Traditionalistic feelings were strong in both countries, but the changes did manage to streamline the administration.

### 9.3 Nordic regions, Baltic communities

Groundbreaking changes have been realised in Scandinavia, the Baltics and parts of Yugoslavia. Scandinavia scrapped its provinces and territories, and introduced new, better regulated units of administration. Regions, counties and communal municipalities were introduced in Sweden; this latter unit was formed by establishing municipalities from previous settlements. Even though the settlements still exist in name and identity, they have been stripped of all their functions. Denmark was even more radical, as they have scrapped all levels between regions and communes. Furthermore, Denmark initiated a clustering of old settlements into communes of at least 20,000 inhabitants, a guideline number they did not follow if the groupings would have been irrational.

The Baltic States took a path similar to Scandinavia. Latvia scrapped all intermediary levels, and now boasts a one-level administrative system. The resultant units in all Baltic States are small compared to the EU average, but are comparatively large in terms of duties and responsibilities. Lithuania kept its intermediary administrative levels, but it has consolidated its localities into only 60 communal municipalities. Estonia remains the odd-one-out, with the most diverse administrative structure remaining there. A lamentable fact remains that neither of these states has truly implemented regions beyond the necessary planning stages.

From the above, and bearing in mind the requirements laid out previously, Scandinavia and the Baltics seem to have a great potential for the administrative system supporting sustainable development.

### 9.4 Mediterranean autonomies

Italy and Spain have taken strides towards regionalising their structures, a move hardly surprising if we consider that these were never truly unitary states. Demographic and cultural differences remained present throughout history, surfacing and culminating in conflicts at times. Both countries needed profound changes by the late 20th Century. The most important change in both countries was the creation of regional autonomies, essentially preventing a collapse of state. A problem remaining even today comes from the uneven or asymmetric autonomies present in these states, sparking tensions within the country. Nevertheless, this model seems to be working well, although both countries have a long way to go towards sustainability.

Greece was one of the last countries in Europe to carry out profound administrative changes. After several devastating decades, Greece has started to enjoy significant economic growth in the 1960s. A stable trend of growth began, but whenever this trend halted – whatever the reason may have been – Greece suffered considerably. This was the case after the Dictatorship of the Colonels was overthrown, and this was also the
case when Greece plummeted into economic meltdown during the sovereign debt crisis. As part of the plan for tackling the predicament, administrative reform was added to the austerity measures, aiming to save 1.8 billion euro annually, about half-a-percent of Greece’s annual GDP.

The controversial scheme swept across Greece like a whirlwind, with thousands protesting against it. On the one hand, it would remove two levels from Greece’s public administration, leaving 13 regions and 325 municipalities, on the other hand, it would affect 200,000 employees, with an estimated 35,000 laid off in the process. The changes are too recent to allow deductions to be made of its success. Nevertheless, as the scheme was made up of strategies that have already proved to be working well in other states, one may reasonably anticipate a success in Greece too.

10 Summary

We have looked at the administrative systems present in the European Union, comparing their similarities and contrasting the differences, and we tried to look at the reasons of this diversity. We have shown the particularities of NUTS, which could serve as a guideline for reforms in high-level administrative reforms. We have also looked at lower-level administrative units, often struggling to keep up with their legally defined duties. We have also looked at administrative reforms initiated during the last decades. We have also established a set of criteria to compare administrative systems.

Whilst Europe’s administration remains colourful, some trends of convergence are emerging too. Several states have decided to re-think reforms previously carried out, and moving duties and responsibilities up or down between levels. Some states carried out large-scale changes, whilst others shied away and made do with more symbolic refinements. The differences are likely to be found in the political attitudes and the innovative will of the population – but also at the level of consciousness and concern about public spending.

Comparability is greatly facilitated by the NUTS system, but the lack of regulation on the lower levels may pose a problem. Clearly, the introduction of widespread changes on the lowest levels may be met with considerable resistance, especially if the changes are not communicated appropriately. Extraordinary care must be taken when taking local features into consideration, more so than at higher levels. When redefining local administrative units, historical, social, cultural and economic aspects must be taken into consideration, but not less so, aspects of sustainability and ecology must also be accounted for. It is probable that setting guideline dimensions may be difficult, but as we have seen in the case of Denmark, it can be implemented. In any case, sensitivity and sustainability assessments must be carried out prior to all and any changes.

A definite positive aspect would be that even profound changes would not be alien to most countries; indeed, those riding with the wave are going to be in an advanced situation. We cannot just pick an existing model and just apply it to all other countries. The strength of any model would have to arise from its preservation and support of local knowledge and interests. However, to facilitate convergence, administrative reforms ought to be sped up across Europe, and fundamental principles need be defined and applied. Nevertheless, the true success of any administrative reform may only be established by considering its contributions to the efforts towards a sustainable future for citizens.
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